
Observation 4—IDE631 (class 5 Needs Assessment) 

 
My first impression was: Why is there a line at Tiffany’s desk? It turned out it was the permission 

to access the class. Students should have presented their notes on the readings. It did make some 
students engaged, even if it required that some student had to ask their peers for notes. I think, 

this year there was a much clearer explanation of instructional goals versus  learning outcomes. 
 

Activities that kept students engaged: 
 Concept maps reflections (modifications: add details to existing nodes, add new 

connections, remove previous). The class was silent and I didn’t observe students being 

in their computers, which made one think that students were focused 
 Students’ group activities to discuss environment, audience, task/content (active 

dialogues, agreements and disagreements, different dynamic among groups). Activity is 
usually accompanied by a thought-provoking question (e.g., “What can impact your 

instructional solution?”) 
 Time limit on the assignments (e.g., “You have 30 minutes”)—for some reason, 

whatever time students have to discuss, it is never enough; somehow pointing out the 
time limit creates enthusiasm 

 Activity on the slide on goal analysis (What type of learning for the goal of facilitating 
clarify customer complaints?)—students made guesses 

 
Tiffany’s pedagogical techniques to take note of: 

 Tiffany’s classical hook at the beginning of the class: “What are the two things from last 
class?...” (two areas?—problem statement and project plan) activating prior 
knowledge? 

 Asking multiple questions throughout (on the slides, on the spot) 
 Explanation of complex material in as simple terms as she can 

o e.g., “Task/Content Analysis is basically what tasks learners will have to perform and 
what content supports that task?” 

o e.g., “You need those answers about needs assessment, because it shows what 
eventually will go into instruction” 

o e.g., “One manager thinks one thing about the expected behavior, another manager 
thinks something else. It’s not a gap in performance, it’s a gap in communication” 

o e.g., “Bloom’s taxonomy is about learning content, not activities” 

 Modeling (problem statement, content hierarchy) 
 Jokes and anecdotes (shoulder work done partly by a student; tests that had nothing to 

do to the learned content, ETS develops a question 40 hours—not suggesting doing it 
for your assessment in your project) 

 Examples and non-examples 
 Feedback (walk around the class from group to group, check assignments, ask probing 

questions) 
 
What can be improved: 

 Some typos on the slides (“condition of demonstration of that action,” “clam” not calm) 
 I was confused with the difference for “learning outcomes” being measured by “learning 

objectives” on Slide 19 (we use the terms interchangeably in IDE631 and IDE712) 
 Maybe mention the “father” of the five types of knowledge (Gagné) or, similar point, 

the Mager & Pipe model in the session summaries on performance problems 


